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Index for today’s talk
— Status of the CERIF-XML Guidelines for CRIS Managers
— Why should an institutional CRIS be interested in getting harvested by OpenAIRE? 
— CRIS harvesting process
— euroCRIS Directory of Research Information Systems (DRIS)
OpenAIRE Data Providers*
* old interface at https://www.openaire.eu/search/data-providers#cris
http://hdl.handle.net/11366/150
http://hdl.handle.net/11366/321
http://hdl.handle.net/11366/502
CERIF-XML Guidelines: several iterations
Fast forward May 2019
Fast forward May 2019
So what happened in between?
http://hdl.handle.net/11366/495
So what happened in between?
https://zenodo.org/record/2316420
So what happened in between?
https://www.eurocris.org/projects/metis2openaire
METIS2OpenAIRE Concept
https://www.eurocris.org/projects/metis2openaire
• Main aim: to make a first CRIS System OpenAIRE-compatible (METIS at 
Radboud University Nijmegen)
• In-house-built system chosen as allows full institutional control on dev
• To widen the project scope, further CRIS solutions included as budget-
neutral partners beyond METIS: Omega-PSIR & PURE
• Project WPs include:
– Setting up an OAI-PMH end-point on METIS
– Building a minimally sufficient validator for CERIF-XML CRIS feeds
– Test METIS feed against CERIF-XML Guidelines in several iterations until 
compliance is achieved
– Support parallel mapping exercises by budget-neutral project partners
Where we are now
https://www.eurocris.org/sites/default/files/MoU_euroCRIS-OpenAIRE_final_20190527.pdf
Why making CRIS OpenAIRE-compliant?
• Even if the institutional repository is already OpenAIRE-compliant, 
it makes sense to implement the CERIF-XML Guidelines on the 
CRIS for the sake of the contextual information not included in the 
repository items
• Adding National CRIS to the range of OpenAIRE data providers may 
also involve significant benefits in terms of comprehensiveness, 
esp in countries with weaker repository networks
• Institutional in some countries (UK) are often not able to deliver 
their EU-funded project outputs into OpenAIRE via their 
repositories: having an alternative route will help with this
Contextual research information
This may include 
information on:
- Affiliations
- Funded projects
- Associated datasets 
- Research equipment/ 
facilities
euroCRIS: promoting the use of CERIF
https://www.eurocris.org/cerif/main-features-cerif
System interoperability a key concept 
for Open Science implementation
https://www.wheatinitiative.org/wheatvivo
Open Science implementation gradually 
moving onto subject-specific approaches
https://beopen-project.eu/events/open-science-session
Mapping available RIM infrastructure: the DRIS
https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/explore/dris
DRIS entry
https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/dris/dris00977
How CRIS harvesting is meant to work
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How CRIS harvesting is meant to work
Screenshot courtesy of Antonis Lempesis, OpenAIRE at Athena Research Centre, Athens
First step: exposing CRIS metadata feed
Source: Jan Dvořák, euroCRIS, http://hdl.handle.net/11366/713
First step: exposing CRIS metadata feed
Source: Jan Dvořák, euroCRIS, http://hdl.handle.net/11366/713
Test harvesting & data quality analysis
Source: Aenne Löhden, OpenAIRE at Uni Bielefeld, http://hdl.handle.net/11366/976
OpenAIRE aggregation pipeline
Source: Jan Dvořák, euroCRIS, http://hdl.handle.net/11366/713
Some conclusions
• CRIS harvesting highly relevant for OpenAIRE and for Open 
Science implementation
• Including CRIS as data providers for Literature Broker 
Service offers interesting opportunities in the area of 
contextual metadata
• Still at an early stage with just a few early adopters of the 
CERIF-XML Guidelines for CRIS Managers (but it’s going to 
get much bigger soon)
• CRIS ‘vendors’ (incl 4Science) interested in offering this as 
a service to their customers will mean a key driver
https://www.openaire.eu/blogs/realizing-the-implementation-of-the-openaire-cris-cerif-guidelines-in-dspace-cris-1
Thanks!
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